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Abstract
Coronary artery disease remains the leading cause of cardiovascular morbidity and mortality.
Invasive X-ray angiography and coronary computed tomography angiography are established
gold standards for coronary luminography. However, they expose patients to invasive
complications, ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast agents. Amongst a number of
imaging modalities, coronary cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) angiography may be
used in some cases as an alternative for the detection and monitoring of coronary arterial
stenosis, with advantages including its versatility, excellent soft tissue characterization, and
avoidance of ionizing radiation and iodinated contrast agents. In this review, we will explore
the recent advances in motion correction, image acceleration and reconstruction technologies
that are bringing coronary CMR angiography closer to widespread clinical implementation.
Abbreviations:
BOOST - Bright-blood and black-blOOd phase SensiTive
CAD – Coronary Artery Disease
CATCH - Coronary Atherosclerosis T1-weighed Characterization with integrated anatomical
reference
CHIP – Coronary high intensity plaque
CMR – Cardiovascular Magnetic Resonance
CTA – Computed Tomography Angiography
FFR – Fractional Flow Reserve
FFR-CT - Fractional Flow Reserve Computed Tomography
IFR – Instantaneous Wave-Free Ratio
iNAV – Image Navigator
LGE – Late Gadolinium Enhancement
PSIR – Phase Sensitive Inversion Recovery
Keywords: Coronary Angiography, Magnetic Resonance Imaging, Atherosclerosis, CMR,
CAD
Highlights:
•
•
•
•

Invasive X-ray angiography and coronary computed tomography angiography are
established gold standards for coronary angiography.
Coronary CMR angiography could provide a safe, non-invasive, radiation and
iodinated contrast free alternative.
Technological innovations including advanced motion correction, image acceleration
and reconstruction techniques have transformed the field of coronary CMR
angiography.
Multicenter clinical trials implementing these technological advances are needed to
validate the improvements needed for more widespread clinical use.
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1.0. Introduction
Cardiovascular disease is the leading cause of mortality worldwide, with expected direct and
indirect costs of $1.1 trillion by 2035 in the United States alone(1). Atherosclerotic coronary
artery disease (CAD) is the main contributor to cardiovascular disease (44%)(1)(2)(3). The
early detection of CAD enables targeted risk stratification and prophylactic treatment of
patients most at risk of developing ischemic cardiovascular disease. In recent years,
cardiovascular magnetic resonance (CMR) has emerged as a safe, non-invasive, radiation and
iodinated contrast free alternative for imaging of coronary artery stenosis. In a seminal
multicenter study of 109 patients comparing non-contrast coronary CMR angiography vs. Xray angiography, the sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and
accuracy of CMR were 93%, 42%, 70%, 81%, and 72% respectively; indicating the potential
of CMR to exclude significant CAD (Table 1)(4). In a similar study of 127 patients, the
sensitivity, specificity, positive and negative predictive values, and accuracy of CMR were
88%, 72%, 71%, 88%, and 79% respectively (Table 1)(5). In a further study of 207 patients
with suspected CAD who underwent non-contrast whole-heart coronary CMR angiography,
coronary stenosis (≥50% diameter reduction) were significantly associated with adverse
cardiac events (cardiac death, myocardial infarction, and unstable angina) and all cardiac
events (including revascularization >90 days after CMR) (Table 1)(6). However, widespread
clinical implementation is currently hampered by long acquisition times, cumbersome scan
planning, low spatial-resolution and motion related image quality degradation.

In this review, we summarize the established imaging modalities for coronary artery imaging,
before focusing on the latest advances in CMR technology, which are overcoming the
challenges facing coronary CMR angiography.
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2.0. Established coronary artery imaging technologies

2.1. Invasive X-ray coronary angiography
Quantitative invasive X-ray coronary angiography is the clinical gold standard imaging
modality for the assessment of CAD. With a spatial resolution of up to 0.1 mm, it is
unrivalled in the assessment of distal coronary anatomy. The added advantage of ad-hoc
percutaneous coronary intervention (PCI) is undisputed in the acute setting, providing
convenience and cost effectiveness. In patients with symptomatic but stable CAD, invasive
assessment of coronary physiology and functionally guided PCI with fractional flow reserve
(FFR) or instantaneous wave-free ratio (IFR) pressure wiring has been shown to be
prognostically significant and are now the established gold-standard approach to
revascularization in stable CAD (7)(8).

However, invasive complications (death, stroke, myocardial and vascular injury, pain and
bleeding), long term cumulative risk from ionizing radiation and short term risk of iodinated
contrast mediated nephropathy limit its capacity as a screening/monitoring tool in patients
with suspected/stable CAD. Finally, it provides inadequate plaque characterization,
especially in the context of lumen preserving positive remodeling.

2.2. Intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and optical coherence tomography (OCT)
Intravascular imaging (IVUS and OCT) combines angiography with real time information on
coronary vessel wall and plaque composition (lipid core, thrombus, hemorrhage, fibrous
tissue, calcium and thin cap fibro-atheroma) (9)(10). They are unparalleled in PCI planning
(sizing of coronary lumen and stent positioning, post stent deployment optimization,
assessment of pre and post intervention coronary dissection) (9).
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However, invasive complications remain a risk and while OCT has a 10-fold higher spatial
resolution (up to 0.01 mm) compared to IVUS (0.1 – 0.15 mm) (11), in clinical practice it is
largely reliant on iodinated contrast agents (although dextran or saline are emerging as viable
alternatives) (9)(10). Therefore, clinical guidelines recommend their use as ad-hoc to invasive
X-ray coronary angiography (9)(10).

2.3. Coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA)
The evolution of coronary computed tomography angiography (CTA) has been remarkable,
in large part due to technical advancements in X-ray tubes, faster gantry rotation, multiple
parallel detector rings and related decreased slice thickness (12). With a spatial resolution as
low as 0.4 mm, negative predictive value in the high 90%s, non-invasive nature and relatively
low cost compared to invasive coronary angiography, it is recommended in clinical
guidelines as the imaging modality of choice in patients with stable symptoms at lowintermediate risk of CAD (12)(13)(14). Further technological advances enable functional
fractional flow reserve assessment (FFR-CT) and plaque assessment (overall plaque burden,
spotty calcification, plaque attenuation pattern and positive remodeling index) (12)(13)(14).

However, coronary CTA is limited by ionizing radiation and the need for iodinated contrast,
while blooming artefact from extensive coronary calcification hampers the accurate
assessment of stenosis. In addition, patients with renal impairment, resistant
tachycardia/arrhythmias, hypersensitivity to iodinated contrast agents, pregnancy, and
inability to follow breath-hold instructions are ongoing challenges (15).

3.0. Coronary (CMR) angiography
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Given these limitations, there is a clear need for an alternative modality for the early
detection and long-term monitoring of CAD. Over the past two decades, CMR technology
has leaped, potentially enabling a safe, versatile, non-invasive, radiation and iodinated
contrast free alternative for coronary angiography.

CMR is the clinical gold-standard modality for the assessment of cardiac structure, volume,
function, tissue characterization and myocardial perfusion (16). Lagging behind is coronary
CMR angiography. Reasons for this include lower spatial resolution compared to coronary
CTA (1 mm vs. 0.4 - 0.6 mm), significantly longer acquisition time, higher cost, more
complex scan planning, and image quality degradation due to cardiac, respiratory and patient
motion; all resulting in lower sensitivity and specificity compared to coronary CTA (16). As
a result, coronary CMR angiography is clinically limited to suspected anomalous coronary
arteries, coronary artery aneurysms (e.g. Kawasaki's disease) and assessment of the proximal
coronary arteries (Figures 1 and 2)(16)(17).

However, innovations in CMR technology (including image acceleration, motion correction,
reconstruction frameworks, simplified scan planning, higher field strength, use of
gadolinium-based contrast agents and nitrates) are overcoming these challenges.
Furthermore, CMR plaque characterization is gaining significant research interest for early
detection and treatment of atherosclerosis.

3.1. Field strength, contrast agents and use of nitrates
At higher magnetic field strength (e.g. 3T), the signal to noise ratio (SNR) is increased,
helped by gradient echo sequences, which are less susceptible to magnetic field
inhomogeneities and the need for lower flip angles to achieve sufficient blood contrast (17).
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Contrast agents shorten the T1 relaxation of the coronary artery blood pool and help improve
SNR and image quality compared with 1.5T (18)(19)(20), enabling a spatial resolution of up
to 0.35 mm (21), albeit at an increased acquisition time of up to 9 mins. CMR blood-pool
agents that do not extravasate (e.g. gadofoveset) have a greater T1 shortening effect
compared to extracellular agents (e.g. gadobenate dimeglumine), providing marginally better
performance for coronary CMR angiography at 3T (20)(22)(23)(24)(25).

Nitrates are coronary vasodilators that act by relaxing vascular smooth muscle and are
frequently used in both invasive X-ray coronary angiography and coronary CTA to improve
image quality and diagnostic performance. However, use of nitrates in coronary CMR
angiography is not well established. In a study of 25 healthy subjects undergoing threedimensional (3D) coronary CMR angiography, sublingual nitrates significantly improved
coronary vessel sharpness, image quality score and maximum SNR(26). In a separate study
of 15 healthy subjects undergoing 3D free-breathing coronary CMR angiography, luminal
diameter was significantly larger with sublingual nitrates, although there was no significant
difference in terms of SNR and overall image quality scores (27). Further clinical validation
studies using both nitrates and beta-blockers with coronary CMR angiography are needed to
provide a fair comparison with coronary CTA.

3.2. CMR motion correction techniques
The major challenges that need to be overcome in coronary CMR angiography are: 1) image
quality degradation due to cardiac and respiratory motion, 2) suboptimal spatial resolution to
facilitate clinically feasible acquisition times and 3) complex diaphragmatic navigator
planning. Current strategies to deal with cardiac and respiratory motion and scan planning as
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well as the use of novel undersampled reconstruction techniques to enable shorter scan times
are discussed hereafter.

3.2.1. Cardiac motion correction
As with coronary CTA, motion artefacts from cardiac contraction and relaxation are
minimized by using prospective electrocardiographic (ECG) gating to acquire data during the
quiescent phase of the cardiac cycle, usually in mid-to-late diastole. However, this approach
is disadvantaged by cardiac arrhythmias and variable heart rates as the onset and duration of
the ideal acquisition window is heart rate dependent. While it is possible to acquire data
during systole, which is less sensitive to arrhythmias, the quiescent period is relatively short,
resulting in longer acquisition times (more heart beats). An alternative approach is to
continuously acquire data in a similar manner to coronary CTA and to then retrospectively
reconstruct multiple cardiac phases and select the phase with the least motion artefacts,
thereby minimizing user input during planning (28)(29).

3.2.2. Respiratory motion correction
Advances in respiratory motion correction is spearheading the renaissance of coronary CMR
angiography. Initial CMR sequences utilized breath-holding to suppress respiratory motion
artefacts and to improve image quality (30)(31)(32)(33). These sequences employed twodimensional (2D) encoding and therefore provided limited coverage of the coronary arteries.
Further advances in image acceleration subsequently enabled 3D coronary CMR
angiography data acquisitions within a single breath-hold (34)(35)(36), but image quality was
often suboptimal due to cranial diaphragmatic drift and limited patient ability to perform and
sustain a long breath-hold (37)(38). Therefore, attention shifted to free-breathing motion
compensated 3D coronary CMR angiography (37)(39).
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3.2.2.1. Respiratory gating
External respiratory monitoring devices such as respiratory bellows (40), amplitude
demodulation of the ECG signal (41), and ultra-wideband sensors (42) allow the coding of
the patient’s respiratory phase into inspiration and expiration with high accuracy and
temporal-resolution. This allows image data to only be acquired at end expiration, when
respiratory motion is minimal/absent (respiratory gating). However, this approach is unable
to quantify in detail the extent and 3D nature of respiratory motion (superior-inferior, rightleft, anterior-posterior, rotation). It is also highly inefficient as data is acquired only at end
expiration, making the scans time consuming and expensive. Attaching the devices to
patients further prolongs the scanning process.

In an alternative approach, respiratory navigators incorporate the CMR signal to estimate the
respiratory displacement of the heart. The diaphragmatic 1D navigator (d1D NAV) (43)(44)
exploits the good delineation of the liver-diaphragm interface to enable superior-inferior
respiratory translational motion estimation both for gating and/or correction. However, there
is a non-linear relationship (45) between the displacement of the diaphragm and the heart,
requiring utilization of a population averaged scaling factor of 0.6 (46)(47). Furthermore,
complex diaphragmatic navigator planning, prolonged and unpredictable acquisition times
due to respiratory gating remain drawbacks (37)(44).

3.2.2.3. Self navigation
The “self-navigation” (48) approach was introduced to overcome some of these
disadvantages. Here, the respiratory motion of the heart is estimated directly from the
acquired CMR data (48)(49) thereby avoiding the correction factor, relaxing the need for
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respiratory gating and enabling 1D translational respiratory motion correction (50). This
approach has been used to enable 100% respiratory scan efficiency, using data acquired at
every point of the respiratory cycle in the reconstruction process (51)(52)(53).

In a clinical validation study, 78 patients referred for CMR were examined with 3D 1.5T selfnavigated contrast-enhanced coronary CMR angiography at 1.15 mm isotropic spatialresolution, with an average scan time of 7.4 minutes (54) (Table 1). The main/proximal,
middle and distal coronary artery segments could be visualized in 92%, 84%, and 56% of
cases respectively, with significantly higher vessel sharpness in the proximal segments
(p<0.05). Per vessel sensitivity and specificity for stenosis detection were 65% and 85%,
compared with invasive X-ray coronary angiography (Figure 3).

A disadvantage of self-navigation is the difficulty in separating moving (e.g. heart) from
static (e.g. chest wall) tissue, which reduces the motion correction performance(55).

3.2.2.4. Image navigators (iNAVs)
The principle behind image-based navigators (iNAVs) is to separate moving tissue from
static tissue by obtaining a 2D/3D low spatial resolution image/volume at every heartbeat
prior to the high resolution CMR acquisition (55)(56)(57)(58)(59). One advantage of this
technique is that respiratory motion can be estimated in several directions to account for the
complex motion of the heart (some of these are outlined below). Furthermore, it does not
require additional planning as it can be prescribed with the same field of view (FOV) and
orientation as the high-resolution 3D coronary CMR sequence. Moreover, iNAV approaches
allow for 100% respiratory scan efficiency, predictable and faster scan time.
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In a study of 29 patients with congenital heart disease, Henningsson et al (60) combined the
iNAV with respiratory bellows in a 3D whole-heart coronary CMR sequence. Compared to
the d1D NAV, the iNAV scan time was significantly shorter (p<0.01), while vessel
sharpness, depiction and visual scores were significantly improved (Table 1 and Figure 4). In
a further clinical validation study, 31 patients suspected of having CAD were examined with
a 3D whole-heart iNAV coronary CMR sequence, yielding excellent diagnostic image quality
in the proximal, middle and distal coronary segments (98%, 94% and 91%, respectively) (61)
(Table 1 and Figure 5). The sensitivity, specificity, and negative predictive values were 86%,
83%, and 95% per patient, 80%, 92%, and 97% per vessel and 73%, 95%, and 98% per
segment; compared with invasive X-ray coronary angiography.

3.3. Acceleration and reconstruction techniques in coronary CMR angiography

3.3.1. Recap of undersampling techniques in CMR
Despite advances in CMR technology outlined above, a fully sampled whole-heart 3D
coronary CMR angiography acquisition with 1 mm isotropic resolution can take up to 30
minutes, even with 100% respiratory scan efficiency (62). This is not practical in the clinical
setting and therefore further image acceleration techniques are required. Undersampled
reconstruction techniques have been proposed to accelerate the scan by collecting less data
than required by the Nyquist theorem and using assumptions and prior information to recover
the non-acquired data, thus maintaining image quality. Undersampled reconstruction
techniques employed in CMR include partial Fourier, parallel imaging, and compressed
sensing.
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Partial Fourier exploits the symmetry of k-space data, and only a fraction (typically >60%) of
data are acquired with the full image subsequently reconstructed with homodyne
reconstruction (63). Parallel imaging takes advantage of the spatial information inherent in
phased-array radio-frequency coils to provide additional spatial information that can be used
to recover the non-acquired data, reducing image acquisition time (64)(65)(66). Compressed
sensing exploits the assumption that the image to be reconstructed has a sparse representation
in a given domain, which combined with pseudo-random undersampling and non-linear
reconstruction enables highly accelerated acquisitions (67).

3.3.2. Novel 3D coronary CMR angiography sequences and reconstructions
Several 3D high-resolution whole-heart coronary CMR angiography sequences have been
proposed which incorporate a combination of the principles outlined above. For technical
details, please refer to the original manuscripts. In 2011, Bhat et al (68) proposed a novel
non-contrast approach at 1.5T whereby 3D radial trajectory k-space undersampled data
acquisition was combined with the d1D NAV to assign the acquired data into “respiratory
bins” (specific phases in the respiratory cycle). Registration algorithms were then used to
estimate the motion between each bin and a reference end-expiratory bin. Images from all
respiratory bins were then motion corrected to the common respiratory position and averaged
to produce a respiratory motion corrected image. This approach allowed 100% scan
efficiency with a significantly shorter acquisition time compared to d1D NAV respiratory
gating (6.8 ± 0.9 vs. 16.2 ± 2.8 min, p<0.001), with similar image quality (Table 1).
Drawbacks include prolonged scan planning due to diaphragmatic navigator positioning,
lower SNR of radial sampling, and prolonged reconstruction time if compressed sensing is
used.
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To overcome the prolonged scan planning, this approach was extended to self-navigation
(29)(48)(49), producing similar image quality compared to d1D NAV gating and d1D NAVbinning models. To improve the lower SNR and shorten reconstruction times of radial
sampling, we (69) proposed a fully sampled golden‐step Cartesian trajectory for 3D coronary
CMR angiography. This approach was combined with 2D iNAVs (55), which are used to
estimate beat-to-beat 2D translational respiratory motion of the heart and to assign the
acquired 3D data to different respiratory bins. Using this binned data, 3D non-rigid
respiratory motion can be estimated and motion‐corrected images can be reconstructed by
combining beat-to-beat 2D translational and bin‐to‐bin 3D non-rigid motion correction of the
binned data to a common reference position. (Table 1 and Figure 6)(70). Building on a highly
undersampled patch-based CMR reconstruction framework(71), Bustin et al (62) combined
2D translational respiratory motion correction with a highly undersampled Cartesian
trajectory, and proposed a novel 3D patch‐based low-rank reconstruction, enabling sub-mm
(0.9 mm) isotropic spatial-resolution free-breathing whole-heart 3D CMR angiography with
5-7 minutes acquisition time and ~3 minutes reconstruction time (62). The overall image
quality was at least equivalent to the fully sampled sequence and superior to both parallel
imaging and compressed sensing reconstruction methods (Table 1 and Figure 7). This
approach has been extended to also incorporate bin-to-bin non-rigid respiratory motion
correction and has been compared against coronary CTA in patients with suspected CAD,
holding promise for the detection and exclusion of significant coronary artery stenosis
(72)(73). The final results of this clinical study are awaited.

Respiratory resolved reconstruction frameworks have also been introduced to account for the
complex non-rigid 3D motion of the heart. XD‐GRASP (eXtra-Dimensional Golden‐angle
RAdial Sparse Parallel MRI) combined with a spiral phyllotaxis 3D radial trajectory enables
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respiratory resolved 3D coronary CMR angiography. This approach was evaluated in healthy
subjects and patients (74), showing significant improvement in vessel length and sharpness
compared to 1D respiratory self‐navigation reconstruction (Table 1 and Figure 9). This
approach was extended to also reconstruct cardiac phases (5D whole-heart) from so called
“free-running” acquisitions (Figure 8) (28)(75)(76)(77). Drawbacks of this approach include
longer reconstruction times and lower SNR compared to Cartesian sampling (78)(79). In
order to enable motion resolved Cartesian coronary CMR angiography, XD-ORCCA
(Optimized Respiratory‐resolved Cartesian Coronary MR Angiography) has been proposed
(78), which exploits the 2D iNAV to both correct for intra-bin respiratory motion (superiorinferior and left-right) and to increase sparsity by aligning all bins with the end-expiratory
bin. Compared to XD-GRASP, coronary vessel length and sharpness was significantly
improved with XD-ORCCA, independent of breathing pattern (Table 1 and Figure 10) (78).

4.0. Coronary CMR plaque imaging
For a detailed discussion on coronary CMR plaque imaging, please refer to the recent articles
(80)(81)(82)(83)(84). Coronary CMR imaging can identify high-risk coronary plaques by
exploiting the T1 shortening effects of plaque features (intraplaque hemorrhage, thrombus,
lipid core, thin-cap fibroatheroma, calcification, macrophages, and cholesterol clusters), with
or without exogenous contrast agents (85)(86)(87)(88)(89). CMR identification of high-risk
plaque is prognostically significant, independent of coronary luminal stenosis (90). However,
widespread clinical translation is limited by similar technical challenges to coronary CMR
angiography, including respiratory motion artefacts, prolonged and unpredictable scan times
as well as misalignment between coronary CMR angiography and plaque imaging as data are
acquired sequentially. To overcome some of these limitations, Xie et al. proposed a
framework (so called CATCH) which combines advanced motion correction techniques to
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enable simultaneous multi contrast bright and black blood coronary artery angiography and
visualization of high intensity coronary plaque (Figure 11) (91)(92). However, as the
respiratory motion parameters are partially shared among the bright-blood and black-blood
datasets, coronary plaque-misregistration may not be avoided. To overcome this, Ginami et
al. (93)(94) introduced the 3D whole-heart non-contrast enhanced Bright-blood and blackblOOd phase SensiTive (BOOST) inversion recovery sequence for simultaneous coronary
angiography and thrombus/intraplaque hemorrhage visualization. This is achieved by
alternating the acquisition of two different bright-blood datasets, which are then combined in
a phase-sensitive inversion recovery (PSIR)-like reconstruction to obtain a third, black-blood
dataset. The two differently weighted bright-blood datasets enable coronary angiography and
allow respiratory motion to be independently estimated/corrected, further reducing the
probability of misregistration artefacts. The co-registered black-blood PSIR dataset
potentially enables thrombus/intraplaque hemorrhage visualization (Figure 12).

5.0. CMR myocardial viability and functional assessment
A detailed discussion on CMR myocardial scar and functional assessment is beyond the
scope of this article. Briefly, unless a significant stenosis affects the left main stem, coronary
revascularization should be guided by comprehensive functional assessment (95)(96). CMR
has the unique ability to assess the transmural extent of infarction scar within each
myocardial segment, empowering clinicians to more accurately select patients most suitable
for coronary revascularization (97). Furthermore, large multi-center clinical studies have
proven the ability of CMR to reliably and accurately assess myocardial ischemia, compared
against nuclear perfusion and FFR as the non-invasive and invasive gold-standards
respectively (98)(99)(100). Incorporating anatomical coronary information to these features
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could potentially promote CMR as the most complete single imaging modality for CAD
evaluation.

6.0. Conclusion and future directions
Despite the impressive progress in coronary CMR angiography technology, these sequences
are largely adopted by academic research centers. Multicenter clinical validation and
prognosis trials with the use of beta-blockers and nitrates similar to coronary CTA and
protocol simplifications are clearly required before coronary CMR angiography can plausibly
rival invasive coronary angiogram and coronary CTA. However, the increasing availability of
more powerful (3T and above) and smarter (equipped with more sensors and artificial
intelligence) CMR scanners combined with the technology outlined above may herald an era
of coronary CTA equivalent image quality without the need for nephrotoxic contrast agents
or ionizing radiation. Further advances in single scan multi-contrast angiography and plaque
characterization can prognostically supplement CMR atherosclerosis imaging. Finally, the
clinical integration of coronary CMR angiography with perfusion and myocardial scar
imaging could establish CMR as the most comprehensive non-invasive single imaging
modality for the evaluation of CAD.
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Figure legends
Figure 1. Aberrant coronary arteries on coronary CMR angiography. (A) Maximum
intensity projection image from a 1D navigator coronary CMR angiography sequence
demonstrating an aberrant circumflex artery (black arrowheads) arising from the right
coronary artery (RCA) passing between the aorta (Ao) and the right atrium (RA). Note also
the resultant artefact (yellow arrowheads) due to cardiac motion. (LA=left atrium). (B)
Maximum-intensity projection images of whole-heart coronary CMR angiography acquired
with a gradient-echo sequence at 3T and (C) reformatted coronary CTA in a young adult
showing anomalous left anterior descending (LAD) coronary artery (arrows) that arises from
the proximal segment of the RCA and runs in an inter-arterial course between the aorta (Ao)
and main pulmonary artery (PA). Adapted with permission from Sriharan M et al. 2011 (101)
and Hamdy A. et al. 2017 (17).
Figure 2. Coronary artery aneurysm on coronary CMR angiography. (A) 6-year-old
child with RCA aneurysms secondary to Kawasaki disease. Thin-slab maximum-intensity
projection images of the initial whole-heart coronary CMR angiography showed 3 RCA
aneurysms. (B) On follow up coronary CMR angiography, all aneurysms showed significant
reduction in size and change of morphology. (C and D) Corresponding invasive X-ray
coronary angiography shows the same changes. Reproduced with permission from Hamdy A.
et al. 2017 (17).
Figure 3. Self-navigated whole-heart coronary CMR angiography. (A–F) Examples of
the comparison between multiplanar reformats of the whole-heart self-navigated coronary
CMR angiography data sets (top row) and the corresponding X-ray coronary angiograms
(bottom row) in three patients. The lesion in the proximal LAD artery and just distal to the
take-off of a diagonal branch can clearly be identified in the first patient in (A), confirmed on
the X-ray angiogram in (B). The luminal narrowing of the proximal RCA in the second
patient on (C) can be identified, the further course of this artery is obscured in the region of a
stent. The same inter-stent restenoses can be identified in (D). In the third patient,
in (E), significant disease is identified in the proximal LAD and is confirmed on (F), the Xray coronary angiogram. Arrows = stenoses. Reproduced with permission from Piccini D. et
al. 2014 (54).
Figure 4. Whole‐heart coronary CMR angiography from three patients using iNAV and
d1D navigator. (A, D) 24‐year‐old male with bicuspid aortic valve, (B, E) 40‐year‐old male
with aortic coarctation, (C, F) 26‐year‐old male with pulmonary autograft replacement.
Arrows highlight coronary segments with improved visualization. Reproduced with
permission from Henningsson M. et al. 2016 (60).
Figure 5. Three patients with CAD on coronary CMR angiography. Diagnosis using
coronary CMR angiography (top row) and confirmed with invasive X-ray angiography
(bottom row). Reproduced with permission from Henningsson M. et al. 2017 (61).
Figure 6. Beat-to-beat and bin-to-bin respiratory motion corrected coronary CMR
angiography. (A) Acquisition scheme and beat-to-beat image-navigator based translational
motion correction: In each heartbeat, a T2 preparation prepulse (T2p) is applied, followed by
the 2D iNAV, a spectral fat saturation pulse, and image acquisition. (B) Reconstruction takes
place in two steps. First, (superior-inferior (SI) and left-right (LR) translation of the heart is
estimated from the 2D iNAVs. Data are grouped into bins according to the SI respiratory
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position, and intra‐bin beat‐to‐beat translational motion (SI and LR) is corrected in k‐space
for each bin. Each binned dataset is reconstructed with parallel imaging, and the resulting
images are registered to a common respiratory position (usually end-expiration) to retrieve
the corresponding non-rigid motion fields. The motion fields are used to correct inter‐bin
nonrigid motion directly within the reconstruction.
Figure 7. Motion corrected and patch-based undersampled reconstructed (PROST)
coronary CMR angiography. Acquisition and motion correction is performed with an
undersampled 3D variable density spiral‐like Cartesian trajectory (VD‐CASPR), preceded by
2D image navigators (iNAV), T2 preparation, and fat saturation pulses. iNAVs are used to
estimate and correct for the beat‐to‐beat 2D respiratory‐induced motion of the heart as shown
in Figure 6.A. (A) 3D‐PROST reconstruction involves 2 stages of an augmented Lagrangian
optimization scheme. In stage 1, image reconstruction is performed with patch prior and data
consistency enforcement. In stage 2, image denoising is performed using 3D block‐matching,
which groups similar 3D patches in the image, followed by a low‐rank approximation of each
group using singular value decomposition shrinkage. The denoised volume from stage 2 is
used in the reconstruction process in stage 1 as prior knowledge to regularize the
reconstruction problem and further reduce noise. (B) Example of reformatted images of the
RCA from 3 representative healthy subjects acquired at 1.2 mm3 isotropic resolution with a
fully sampled free-breathing whole‐heart coronary CMR angiography acquisition with 100%
respiratory efficiency, and with 2 undersampled acquisitions (Acc×5 and Acc×9),
reconstructed using iterative SENSE (itSENSE), conventional compressed‐sensing (CS) and
3D‐PROST. 3D‐PROST provides higher image quality and sharpness (red and yellow
arrows) than itSENSE and CS for both acceleration factors, achieving similar image quality
to the fully sampled reference. Acquisition times (AT) are expressed as min:s. Adapted with
permission from Bustin A et al. 2018 (62).
Figure 8. “Free Running” coronary CMR angiography. Multiplanar reformat of the RCA
of a healthy subject which shows the proximal and mid segments (A–C) together with the
distal part (D–F) of the coronary artery. Selected reformats obtained from the free‐running
4D approach are shown in (A, B, D, E) while the diastolic ECG‐triggered respiratory self‐
navigated dataset is displayed in (C and F). In the left column (A, D), images reconstructed
during the systolic rest period are shown adjacent to those reconstructed for the most
quiescent diastolic period (B, E). Reproduced with permission from Coppo et al. 2015 (28).
Figure 9. Respiratory-resolved 3D radial coronary CMR angiography with XD-GRASP
reconstruction. Sparsity is exploited along the respiratory dimension to remove aliasing
artefacts due to undersampling. Examples of multiplanar reformatted coronary arteries from
one representative healthy adult subject. Although respiratory self‐navigated reconstruction
with 1D motion correction could achieve high image quality (top row), a clear improvement
in sharpness as well as visible vessel length (arrows) can be noticed in both four respiratory
phases (middle row) and six respiratory phase (bottom row) XD‐GRASP reconstructions.
LCX, Left Circumflex. Reproduced with permission from Piccini D. et al 2017 (74).
Figure 10. Respiratory-resolved 3D Cartesian coronary CMR angiography with XDORCCA reconstruction. XD-ORCCA has been proposed to extend XD-GRASP to
Cartesian k-space sampling by using translational motion from iNAVs to correct for intra-bin
motion and to increase the sparsity in the respiratory direction, by aligning the respiratory
resolved images to a common respiratory position. (A) XD-ORCCA achieves consistent high
quality for all respiratory phases (3/5 respiratory phases shown from end-expiration to end31

inspiration), being superior to XD-GRASP in terms of image quality, (B) Good agreement
between XD-ORCCA and coronary CTA is observed in a patient with CAD. Adapted with
permission from Correia T et al. 2018 (78).
Figure 11. Representative case of a suspected CAD patient with a CHIP in the mid LAD
on pre-contrast CATCH. (A) Pre-contrast T1-weighted, anatomical reference and fusion
images. (B) coronary CTA, (C) X-ray angiography. (D) OCT cross-sectional image at the
corresponding location of the CHIP on CATCH. Arrows point to signal-poor regions,
suggesting a large lipid pool. Dotted lines represent the location and orientation of the crosssectional images at the lesion which are shown in boxes. Reproduced with permission from
Xie Y. et al 2017 (92).
Figure 12. BOOST framework for simultaneous 3D whole‐heart non-contrast bright‐
blood and black‐blood CMR for coronary angiography and thrombus visualization. (A)
A T2Prep‐IR module is applied at odd heartbeats to enable coronary lumen visualization with
improve contrast between blood and myocardium. A short TI is set to null the signal from
epicardial fat. At even heartbeats, data acquisition is T2 prepared and performed with a high
flip angle using spectral pre-saturation for fat suppression. Data acquisition is performed
using a 3D Cartesian trajectory with spiral profile order and is segmented over multiple
heartbeats (yellow, red, blue) to minimize cardiac motion. A 2D iNAV precedes the 3D data
acquisition at each heartbeat and is used to estimate respiratory motion along the superior–
inferior and right–left direction for both bright‐blood datasets (T2Prep‐IR BOOST and T2Prep
BOOST) independently. The two motion‐corrected bright‐blood datasets are co-registered
and then combined in a PSIR‐like reconstruction to generate a 3D whole‐heart black‐blood
dataset (PSIR BOOST). (B) Reformatted coronary depiction in two representative healthy
subjects obtained with a conventional T2‐prepared bright‐blood coronary CMR angiography
acquisition and the proposed BOOST sequence. Quantified contrast to noise ratio (CNR) blood‐
myocardium significantly improved with the BOOST approach in comparison to the conventional
coronary CMR angiography, thus leading to a higher quantified coronary percentage vessel
sharpness for both right and left coronary arteries. Adapted with permission from Ginami G.
et al 2018 (93).
Central Illustration. Motion corrected CMRA with shorter and predictable scan time
Impact of the proposed motion correction framework consisting of 2D beat-to-beat
navigation (image navigator based) and 3D non-rigid (bin-to-bin registration) motion
correction reconstruction with patch based regularization (3D-PROST) to enable high
acceleration factors (shorter and predictable scan time) in comparison to CTCA. CMRA coronary CMR angiography; CTCA – computed tomography coronary angiography.
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